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SHEA, J. The plaintiff, Sharon McDermott, appeals
from the judgment of the trial court, rendered after a
jury trial, in favor of the defendants,1 in an action to
recover damages for personal injuries she sustained as
a result of the defendants’ alleged negligent mainte-
nance of their property. On appeal, the plaintiff claims
that the court improperly (1) failed to instruct the jury
on the issue of agency, (2) failed to instruct the jury
that the defendant town of Darien (town) had a legal
duty to trim branches that overhung its property, (3)
instructed the jury on the legal significance of a ‘‘no
parking’’ sign at the scene of the accident and (4) failed
to set aside the jury verdict on the ground that the
verdict in favor of the defendants was against the weight
of the evidence. We affirm the judgment of the trial
court.

The jury reasonably could have found the following
facts. On July 26, 1994, the plaintiff drove to a municipal
parking lot in Darien that served a number of local
businesses, including a restaurant at which the plaintiff
was planning to dine that evening. The parking lot bor-
dered property owned by the defendant Calvary Baptist
Church (church). A hedgerow of maple, ash and ailan-
thus trees, planted on the church property, stood along
the boundary between the two properties. The plaintiff
parked near the boundary and, when she exited her
vehicle, an overhanging branch fell from one of the
ailanthus trees and struck her on the head, knocking
her to the ground and causing various injuries.

The plaintiff brought an action against the church
and the town, alleging, inter alia, that the defendants
knew or should have known that the subject tree posed
a hazard and that the defendants were negligent in that
they failed to take reasonable precautions to protect
persons on the premises by failing to remedy that haz-
ardous condition. The case was tried before a jury,
which found that neither defendant had been negligent
and returned a verdict in favor of both defendants. This
appeal followed.

I

The plaintiff raises several claims challenging the
propriety of the court’s instructions to the jury. Our
review of those claims is governed by well established
standards. ‘‘A request to charge [that] is relevant to the
issues of [a] case and [that] is an accurate statement
of the law must be given. . . . However, [i]nstructions
to the jury need not be in the precise language of a
request.’’ (Citation omitted; internal quotation marks



omitted.) Scanlon v. Connecticut Light & Power Co.,
258 Conn. 436, 445–46, 782 A.2d 87 (2001). ‘‘A refusal to
charge in the exact words of a request will not constitute
error if the requested charge is given in substance.’’
(Internal quotation marks omitted.) Bovat v. Water-

bury, 258 Conn. 574, 592, 783 A.2d 1001 (2001) ‘‘More-
over, jury instructions are to be read as a whole, and
instructions claimed to be improper are read in the
context of the entire charge. . . . A charge is to be
considered from the standpoint of its effect on the jury
in guiding it to a correct verdict. . . . The test to deter-
mine if a jury charge is proper is whether it fairly pre-
sents the case to the jury in such a way that injustice
is not done to either party under the established rules
of law. . . . Jury instructions need not be exhaustive,
perfect or technically accurate, so long as they are cor-
rect in law, adapted to the issues and sufficient for
the guidance of the jury.’’ (Internal quotation marks
omitted.) Scanlon v. Connecticut Light & Power Co.,
supra, 446.

A

The plaintiff first claims that the court improperly
failed to instruct the jury on the issue of agency.2 The
substance of the plaintiff’s claim alleges that the court’s
instruction did not adequately inform the jury that the
defendants could be found liable for the negligent acts
or omissions of their agents.3 We are not persuaded.

With respect to the town, the record before us clearly
indicates that the court explicitly charged the jury on
the issue of municipal liability for the acts or omissions
of the town’s agents. Referring to General Statutes § 52-
557n,4 the court instructed the jury that: ‘‘A town shall
be liable for damages caused by the negligent acts or
omissions of any employee acting within the scope of
his employment or official duties.’’ Thus, the court pro-
vided the jury with clear guidance on the issue of agency
with respect to the town’s potential liability.

The court’s charge to the jury with respect to the
church also adequately instructed the jury to evaluate
the actions of the church’s agents in considering
whether the church was liable for the plaintiff’s injur-
ies.5 The jury was instructed not only that the church
was obligated to inspect its property, but also that any
examination conducted on its behalf would have to
be reasonable under the circumstances. The required
quality and thoroughness of any such inspection was,
therefore, put before the jury as an issue to consider.
The court’s charge to the jury also indicated that any



knowledge concerning possible hazardous conditions
that would have been gleaned during a reasonable
inspection should be imputed to the church.6 Contrary
to the plaintiff’s assertion, the church, under that
charge, could not avoid a finding of liability by pointing
to the negligent acts or omissions of a third party acting
on its behalf. The absence of the express term ‘‘agent’’
from the court’s instructions did not alter the inquiry
that the jury properly was charged to make. Therefore,
after reviewing the charge as a whole, we conclude that
the plaintiff was not prejudiced by the omission of the
precise language that she requested and that the charge,
as given, was sufficient to guide the jury in reaching a
correct verdict.

B

The plaintiff next claims that the court improperly
instructed the jury on the town’s obligation to remedy
a hazard to the property line. The plaintiff claims that
although the court charged generally on the duty of a
landowner to keep its premises safe from hazard, the
charge did not specifically advise that the town was
required to remove a branch overhanging the property
line.7 The plaintiff also claims that the court’s reference
to the tree warden statute, General Statutes § 23-59,
compounded the alleged instructional error and misled
the jury by suggesting that the town merely was author-
ized, rather than required, to act to remedy a known
hazardous condition. We disagree with both of those
assertions.

Our review of the court’s charge to the jury reveals
that the court properly instructed the jury that the town
had an affirmative duty to remedy hazards on its prop-
erty caused by hazardous conditions on adjacent prop-
erty.8 In drawing the jury’s attention to § 23-59, the court
specifically cautioned that the statute does not increase
the town’s duty, but was offered to establish that the
town had the ability to respond to any potential hazard
that it identified.9 We conclude that the court’s instruc-
tion was correct in law and was in accord with the
substance of the plaintiff’s requested charge.

C

The plaintiff next claims that the court improperly
instructed the jury on the legal significance of a ‘‘no
parking’’ sign that was visible in one of the photographs
of the subject tree. We disagree.

During its deliberations, the jury sent to the court a
note inquiring about the no parking sign, which
prompted the court to give the jury a supplemental



instruction. The note from the jury read: ‘‘In exhibit D
eight, there is a parking sign that states ‘no parking.’ It
is located directly in front of the tree. Was this taken
into consideration? And why was it never mentioned?’’
The plaintiff claims that the court should have
instructed the jury that the sign had no legal signifi-
cance.10 Instead, the court suggested that the jury should
accord the same weight to the sign as it was accorded
during the trial.11

As we previously stated, the standard of review of
jury instructions is well settled. A reviewing court shall
make an inquiry to determine whether it is possible
that the instructions misled the jury. See Scanlon v.
Connecticut Light & Power Co., supra, 258 Conn. 445–
46. ‘‘Of necessity, additional instructions given in imme-
diate response to a request are more informal and
expressed with less exactness than are studiously pre-
pared formal charges . . . .’’ (Internal quotation marks
omitted.) State v. Williams, 199 Conn. 30, 43, 505 A.2d
699 (1986). ‘‘Nevertheless, additional charges to the jury
must state the law correctly and not be misleading
. . . . To determine the correctness of a jury charge,
the charge must be read as a whole, and judged by its
total effect rather than by its individual component
parts.’’ (Citations omitted; internal quotation marks
omitted.) Stewart v. Federated Dept. Stores, Inc., 234
Conn. 597, 606, 662 A.2d 753 (1995).

The following additional facts are relevant to our
consideration of the plaintiff’s claim. The subject photo-
graph was introduced into evidence, without any objec-
tion or request for a limiting instruction, for the purpose
of showing the condition of the subject tree. In addition
to the tree, the photograph also showed a sign that was
in relatively close proximity to the tree. The sign read:
‘‘No Parking Loading Zone.’’ The plaintiff apparently
was oblivious to the presence of the no parking sign
and the implication that it might raise for the jury.

Evidence admitted without objection remains evi-
dence in the case subject to any infirmities due to its
inherent weaknesses. Danahy v. Cuneo, 130 Conn. 213,
217, 33 A.2d 132 (1943). Such evidence is ‘‘available for
whatever it [is] worth upon its face. . . . Its value [is,
however,] limited to its natural probative effect.’’ (Cita-
tions omitted; internal quotation marks omitted.) Id.

The implication of the court’s response to the jury’s
query was that because the sign was not mentioned by
the parties, its relevance was minimal. Although the
court’s instruction was not phrased as artfully as it



could have been, its essence was that the jury should
disregard the sign. Therefore, we conclude that the
instruction was correct in law and that it is not reason-
ably possible that the jury was misled.

II

The plaintiff’s final claim is that the court improperly
denied her motion to set aside the verdict because the
verdict in favor of the defendants was against the weight
of the evidence. We disagree.

The plaintiff bases her claim on the general
agreement among the witnesses that ailanthus trees are
a poor choice for street-side planting, being relatively
brittle and prone to shedding branches, and the testi-
mony of the town’s tree warden that he had never
inspected the subject tree.

‘‘In reviewing a court’s refusal to set aside a verdict,
we apply an abuse of discretion standard. . . . The
evidence is viewed in a light most favorable to the
prevailing party and to sustaining the verdict. . . . We
accord great weight to the court’s decision and indulge
every reasonable presumption in favor of its correct-
ness. . . . We must determine whether the jury reason-
ably could have concluded, on the basis of the evidence
and reasonable inferences drawn from that evidence,
that the verdict . . . was proper. . . .

‘‘A court is empowered to set aside a jury verdict
when, in the court’s opinion, the verdict is contrary to
the law or unsupported by the evidence. . . . A verdict
should not be set aside, however, where it is apparent
that there was some evidence on which the jury might
reasonably have reached its conclusion.’’ (Citations
omitted; internal quotation marks omitted.) Ipacs v.
Cranford, 65 Conn. App. 441, 443–44, 783 A.2d 1044
(2001).

On the basis of our review of the record, we conclude
that the jury reasonably could have found that the defen-
dants, either as principals or through their agents, did
not violate the applicable standard of care and were
not negligent with respect to the maintenance of
their property.

‘‘A possessor of land has a duty to an invitee to reason-
ably inspect and maintain the premises in order to ren-
der them reasonably safe. . . . In addition, the
possessor of land must warn an invitee of dangers that
the invitee could not reasonably be expected to dis-
cover.’’ (Citation omitted.) Morin v. Bell Court Condo-

minium Assn., Inc., 223 Conn. 323, 327, 612 A.2d 1197



(1992). ‘‘An occupier of land is chargeable with con-
structive notice of defects when dealing with invitees.
. . . The determinative question is whether the defec-
tive condition existed for such a length of time that the
defendant, in the exercise of reasonable care, should
have discovered it and remedied it.’’ (Citation omitted;
internal quotation marks omitted.) Kurti v. Becker, 54
Conn. App. 335, 338–39, 733 A.2d 916, cert. denied, 251
Conn. 909, 739 A.2d 1248 (1999). Thus, to establish
liability for an injury caused by a falling tree limb, a
plaintiff must establish that the landowner had either
actual or constructive notice of the limb’s defective
condition. A landowner, however, does not have a duty
to examine its trees constantly for nonvisible decay.
62A Am. Jur. 2d, Premises Liability § 690 (1990).

The jury in this case found that the defendants were
not negligent. It heard substantial testimony that could
have supported a finding that the defendants lacked
both actual and constructive knowledge of any defec-
tive condition of the tree limb that injured the plaintiff.
Anthony Gibson, testified that in his twenty-six years
as pastor of the church, he had never received any
complaints about the trees. He also testified that
through the years, two parishioners, Brian M. Maher
and Don Miller, regularly had maintained the trees.12

Maher, a licensed arborist, testified that he worked
on the trees from 1986 through 1994. He testified that
during the period from 1991 to 1994, he climbed the
trees approximately twice a year and performed mainte-
nance such as removing dead limbs and opening up the
crowns. Maher stated that if he noticed a problem with
any of the trees that he could not handle himself, he
would inform Gibson of the problem.

Jeffrey O’Brien,13 a professional arborist, testified that
the subject tree had an abundance of leaves, that those
leaves possessed the proper color and form, that he
did not notice any insect infestation or decay and that
the stem that fell appeared to be in very good health.
O’Brien also testified that although the interior of the
stem contained some discoloration that was indicative
of rot or decay, that decay was surrounded by two to
four inches of healthy wood and would not have been
visible from the exterior. He further indicated that the
decay did not appear to reach the v-crotch where the
tree failed. The witness also testified that neither the
architecture of the subject tree nor the mere fact that
it was an ailanthus would require that remedial mea-
sures be taken without some other evidence of poten-
tial problems.



The tree warden for the town, Marshall Cotta, testi-
fied that although he had never formally inspected the
tree, he had observed it on many occasions and had
never noticed any physical signs of decay or indications
that the tree was unhealthy. He stated that the tree
looked healthy and appeared to have been cared for
by the church. Cotta further testified that although the
ailanthus tree is not a popular variety for street-side
planting and that the professional literature discourages
the planting of such trees on a street or by a parking lot,
he would not recommend removing preexisting trees
simply because of their proximity to a subsequently
constructed roadway or parking lot.14

The fact that a limb fell from the tree did not require
the jury to find that either or both of the defendants
were negligent. The plaintiff had the burden of proving
that the defendants had either actual or constructive
knowledge of the tree’s defective condition, and the
jury reasonably could have found, on the basis of the
evidence presented, that she did not satisfy that burden.
We conclude, therefore, that the court properly deter-
mined that the evidence was sufficient for the jury to
decide as it did in rendering its verdict in favor of
the defendants.

The judgment is affirmed.

In this opinion LAVERY, C. J., concurred.
1 The town of Darien also is a defendant.
2 The plaintiff requested that the following charge be delivered to the jury:

‘‘In various relationships between two or more parties, the law imposes
liability upon one party for the acts of another. An agent is a person who,
by agreement with another called the principal, manages some affair or
does some service for the principal. Where an agency is established, the
principal is liable for the acts of the agent committed on the principal’s behalf.

‘‘Agency means that the agent or servant is doing something for the benefit
or furthering of the purposes of another party. It need not be a hired agent
or servant on a salary or a definite contract. It’s a question of whether what
the agent or servant has done is for the benefit of the other party.’’

3 We note that the existence of a principal-agent relationship between the
church and the parishioners who maintained the trees on its behalf was not
disputed. Similarly, the town readily conceded that the tree warden operated
as its agent.

4 General Statutes § 52-557n (a) (1) provides in relevant part: ‘‘Except as
otherwise provided by law, a political subdivision of the state shall be liable
for damages to person or property caused by: (A) The negligent acts or
omissions of such political subdivision or any employee, officer or agent
thereof acting within the scope of his employment or official duties . . . .’’

5 In discussing the church’s obligations as a landowner, the court
instructed the jury: ‘‘If an owner or possessor’s actions or omissions create
an undue risk to others, then there has been a deviation from the reasonable
standard of care. Or, more fully, a duty to take reasonable care exists in
circumstances where a reasonably prudent owner or possessor, knowing
what he knew or should have known, would anticipate that harm of the
general nature of that suffered would occur, if reasonable care weren’t
taken. . . . Now, a fallen tree claim might be pleaded solely on alleged



outside visible damage or rot or decay. If this were all that were alleged
here, a plaintiff would be burdened to show the following . . . that there
were visible signs of decay or weakness of structure. And that the church
failed to observe . . . but that reasonable care would have resulted in those
signs being seen. Plaintiff would have to show that a closer look or a good
inspection would have resulted in a remedy or advice to get remedy due
to the extent of the decay or structural weakness being such to warrant
that. And, of course, that actions weren’t taken. Here, plaintiff has argued
more and I’ll mention it. Plaintiff argues that the architecture or shape of
the tree, with a codominant stem, and its breed, being an ailanthus tree,
and any history that the tree might have had were additional danger signals.
So that it is for you to decide whether reasonable care by a tree owner
would require a response to any or all factors. . . . I did mention to you
about the duty of reasonable care, for invitees on land, as a duty that would
include inspecting your premises for dangers. . . . The duty of a landowner,
controller, to invitees on the land includes the duty to reasonably examine
his property. . . . Now, it is not claimed here that as a basic threshold,
initial response as a landowner, that you have a climb up arborist examining
the tree. It may have been something that might have been warranted later
on if other evidence would have suggested it to the reasonably prudent
landowner or not.’’

6 As indicated, the court’s charge to the jury correctly stated that ‘‘[t]he
duty of a landowner . . . to invitees on the land includes the duty to reason-
ably examine his property.’’ The court also instructed the jury that a property
owner may be liable where, although defects went unnoticed, ‘‘reasonable

care would have resulted in those signs being seen.’’ (Emphasis added.)
The dissent argues that lurking within the shadows of the court’s charge

is the suggestion that a landowner may escape liability by delegating its
duty to exercise reasonable care to a third party. Such a conclusion, however,
contradicts the entire thrust of the court’s charge to the jury. By instructing
the jury to consider whether reasonable care would have revealed any
alleged defect in the tree, the court implicitly instructed the jury to evaluate
whether the actions of the church’s agents were reasonable under the cir-
cumstances. If the jury found that the level of care exercised by those agents
was unreasonable, it was bound by the court’s charge to find that the
landowner had failed to meet its duty.

7 The plaintiff requested the following charge to the jury: ‘‘Where the limb
of a tree owned by an adjoining landowner hangs over a party’s property
and creates a nuisance or hazard, that property owner has a duty to remove
the limb up to the property line or take other possible action that will
alleviate the nuisance or hazard. McDermott v. Calvary Baptist Church

(order denying motion to strike, dated August 28, 1995) (Thompson, J.);
Robinson v. Clapp, 65 Conn. 365 [32 A. 939] (1895). The property owner is
obligated to take such steps whether or not it is the owner of the subject tree.’’

8 In discussing the duty of reasonable care that the town owed to the
plaintiff, the court stated: ‘‘[T]he duty that is owed by the town is the same
as I’ve been describing for the church. The duty is the same. That is to keep
the premises reasonably safe for those who are lawfully upon the premises.
Now, each aspect here has that wrinkle that I mentioned before. . . . [F]or
the town, the wrinkle had to do with the alleged danger being to a person
on town property, but coming from above rather than out of the town’s
ground, so to speak. From the tree of another party, a bordering landowner.
But the duty I mentioned is still the same. Safety for people lawfully on the
premises. That is to say, the town’s duty to keep its premises reasonably
safe is not lifted from the town’s shoulders by the fact that the tree belonged
to the church. The duty of reasonable care would exist with regard to
your premises whether the danger comes from below, above or adjacent
to the property.’’

9 The court charged the jury as follows regarding General Statutes § 23-
59: ‘‘[General Statutes § 23-59] says the town tree warden shall have the
care and control of all trees and shrubs, in whole or in part, within the
limits of any public road or grounds. Such care and control shall extend to



such limbs, roots or parts of trees and shrubs as extend or overhang the
limits of any public road or grounds. And another provision in the statute
says [that] whenever, in the opinion of the tree warden, the public safety
demands the removal or pruning of any tree or shrub under his control, he
may cause such tree or shrub to be removed or pruned at the expense of
the town.’’

10 We note that although the plaintiff objected to the supplemental instruc-
tion on the record, the record does not indicate that the plaintiff suggested
an alternative instruction. We have, however, the supplemental charge to
evaluate in light of the complete instructions to the jury. The record, there-
fore, is adequate to determine if the court’s instruction was improper.

11 The court’s supplemental instruction on the weight to be given to the
matter of the no parking sign was: ‘‘The best thing for me to say to you is
that ‘[i]t would be appropriate for you to consider that this is a piece of
information mentioned in no question, answer, pleading or argument, and
to say it deserves somewhat similar consideration by you.’ I’m not sure that
that was read sounding clearly. I’m stating that if it garnered that little
attention in the questions and answers and pleadings and arguments, maybe
that’s what it ought to be accorded by you. Okay?’’

12 Maher and Miller, the owner of an independent tree service, maintained
the trees. There is no evidence in the record before us that Miller was called
as a witness by either party.

13 O’Brien had occasion to view the subject tree after he had been called
by the church to remove one ash tree and one maple tree in the hedgerow.
Upon his arrival, he also was asked to remove the ailanthus tree and did so.

14 Despite the plaintiff’s attempt to characterize the ailanthus’ brittleness
and tendency to shed branches as incontrovertible evidence of their hazard-
ous nature, the jury reasonably could have found that the testimony on that
point did no more than establish that such trees are ‘‘messy.’’ Accordingly, the
jury could have concluded that the widespread admonition against planting
ailanthus trees was motivated primarily by aesthetic, as opposed to
safety, concerns.


